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4. In ñDescriptionò  
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3. In ñCodeò ¬
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organizations have different needs. Nevertheless, the points below should help you 

evaluate what information you do or donôt want to record: 
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The first notification s
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Trades 

You can categorize your employees by trade (e.g.
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Generic Costs: In an hourly inside record, the ñEmployeeò name isnôt mandatory. This 

means you can create records that are associated with a trade or an employee class rather 

than a specific person. 
 

For example, if you have several electricians who all cost the same hourly rate, you can 
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Adjustment 

Clean-up 

Vehicle maintenance 
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To set any of these defaults, go to Work Orders in the control panel, click on the 
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jobs which should only be scheduled on weekends, to avoid interfering with weekday 

operations. 
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 __________________________________________________________________________  
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ñTiming Basis
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When you first set up an item record, you only fill in the Item Properties section, as 
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8. In ñTaskò °
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